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MAN Alpha

Controllable pitch propellers
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MAN Diesel & Turbo’s Alpha propeller programme has been extended with two new larger hub sizes
(VBS 2080 and VBS 2240) – offering power transmission of up to and beyond 30,000 kW. Today’s
high-efficient CP Propellers are created on the basis of state-of-the-art design tools and the accumulated experience from more than 7.000 units. Full pitch ahead!
Find out more at www.mandieselturbo.com
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exhaust gas systems

››› Alfa Laval’s marine and diesel division, said:
“Taking advantage of waste heat from a ship’s
auxiliary engines is the natural next step.”
Return in investment, or payback time, can
be achieved anywhere from 12 to 18 months,
the company claims, in some cases a lot quicker.
This will depend on the ship’s trading pattern
and how much it uses its auxiliary engines,
but any savings are worth it, as energy used in
creating exhaust gas would otherwise be lost
up the funnel, which has been the case for so
many years.
One of the key features of the WHR
unit is the specially designed convection
component that improves the heat transfer
due to its increased turbulence at the
exhaust gas boundary layer. This added
turbulence allows more of the energy in
the exhaust gas to be converted into steam,
which saves money.
According to the Danish shipping company’s
CEO, reducing carbon emissions, which is a
top priority, means that the company can not
only work towards protecting the health of the
planet, but also meet customer demand for a
greener supply chain.

The Alfa Laval Aalborg XS-TC7A is
compact and light
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Elastic support reduces noise vibration
With IMO’s Maritime Labour Convention (MLC)
2006 now ratified and coming into force on 20
August, noise levels on commercial vessels will be
significant concerns. Hitherto, these had been set
by class societies at about 60 decibels throughout
the accommodation but, as anyone who has
spent time at sea will know, this was, in many
cases, not strictly adhered to. So MLC2006 is
going to influence the way accommodation blocks
on ships are designed and built and operators of
many existing ships will have to take noise and
vibration seriously or face possible fines.
SB Broneske, a family owned German
exhaust pipe mounting specialist, has
developed elastic support brackets that it
believes will help meet the MLC’s requirements.
There is a lot to take into consideration
when designing a ship to reduce noise and
vibration. They can manifest themselves in the
accommodation and, due to the new legislation,
could become an issue. The calculations
involved to design and strategically place a
whole array of supports and mountings are
comprehensive and specialist.
SB Broneske works closely with shipyards’
designers and can develop a complete exhaust
mounting system to reduce structure-borne
vibration and noise as much as possible.
The first step is to create a proposed layout
of the system in either 2-D or 3-D to show the
positions of supports and then decide on the
type of support needed at each point to match
the conditions and surrounding structure. SB
Broneske uses its own software to fine-tune its
original calculations. These are adjusted to align
with the natural frequencies of piping sections,
propellers and main and auxiliary engines.
After calculating the noise and vibration
reduction at each point, the software can
indicate the appropriate mounting to achieve
the best vibration reduction and even redefine
the optimum location within the structure.
Choice of cushion effect in the supports is
also a very important decision that needs to be
made. There are products on the market that
use stainless steel mesh-based mounts, which
are perfectly acceptable but tend to lose some
effectiveness over time. Others use rubber
to give the required cushioning affect. SB
Broneske uses a specially developed elastomer
that has the advantage of offering better
damping qualities and longevity than rubber.
This particular elastomer also has very good
heat resistant qualities – up to 600°C.
There are a number of different types of
supports, mountings and anchor points that
need to be fitted to an exhaust system, as well
as deck penetrations, so it is important that they
all operate well together. They include resilient
fixed points, adjustable anchorage points, resilient
deck-head, bulkhead points and rain caps.

Design stages are very comprehensive

Resilient mounting
Expansion bellows are also a very important
point in any exhaust system as they are often
the cause of failures and exhaust leakage. They
take up any misalignment and movement as
well as vibration so they are constantly under
cyclic stress. The expansion pieces used by
SB Broneske are manufactured externally but
designed to its own specification to match
the frequency and resonance of the exhaust
systems and the other fixings and supports.
Crew comfort has never been under as much
scrutiny as it is now and it’s the smaller details
such as ‘a few brackets’ that could end up
costing operators time and money. MP
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For ships and
offshore platforms:
Fire safety
SOLAS
Retrofit solutions
Emission standards
Thermamax!
Schwingungstechnik Broneske GmbH • Tel. : +49-4106 807500 • mail@broneske.de • www.broneske.de

Engineering Ltd

Common Rail & Pump and Line Formats
Jacketed and Standard Types
Pressure Ratings to 2500 Bar
Class Approved

Leading brands around the globe benefit from Thermamax solutions
meeting current and future requirements: quick and effective compliance with standards such as SOLAS for commercial and pleasure
boats as well as significantly improved fire safety for offshore platforms.
Are you interested in German engineering for engines as well as
easy to assemble, maintenance friendly retrofit heat shield or
sprayguard solutions? Then talk to Thermamax:

+49 621 32235-0 | www.thermamax.com

Thermamax.
Leading technologies supporting
marine and offshore applications.

